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Conflicts of interest (Cols) are increasingly recognized as important considerations for those involved in the delivery of health care and conduct of research. Cols are known to exist and can affect a wide variety of entities including clinicians, academic researchers, institutions, scientific journals, the pharmaceutical industry, federal regulators, policy-makers, and professional organizations. Recent reports highlight an apparent pattern of Cols that has many questioning the validity of published research papers, Food and Drug Administration (FDA) advisory committee recommendations, and clinical practice guidelines.1,2 The intent of this article is to assist clinicians in recognizing and addressing apparent Cols. Col has been defined as a set of conditions whereby judgment concerning a primary interest is subjugated by a secondary interest.7 In addition to this theoretical definition, the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and the FDA (among others) have promulgated financial definitions. The secondary interest can arise from any number of sources ranging from financial gain to prestige or career advancement.8 While most clinicians and researchers report they are able to separate potential conflicts from their decision making process, a wide body of medical and social science literature suggests otherwise.9

Research

Funding for clinical and basic sciences has dramatically changed in the last several decades. The proportion of privately funded research increased from 32% in 1980 to 62% in 2004.4 While the NIH remains the primary funder of basic biomedical research, pharmaceutical companies finance more than 70% of all clinical trials.10,11 In a recent systematic review, it was estimated that 25% of all investigators in academic medical institutions received research funding from industry and that research with industry support was 3.6 times more likely than non-industry sponsored research to report a conclusion favorable to industry.12 Others report industry sponsorship is associated with lower quality research and research that is delayed or not published.13,14,15

Cols in research can lead to biases in study results and conclusions, some of which are difficult to detect. It has been suggested that data from both pivotal clinical trials of rofecoxib and celecoxib were not presented in full making their results more favorable.1,2,14,16 In the wake of the withdrawal of rofecoxib from the US market, editors at the New England Journal of Medicine (NEJM) issued an Expression of Concern about the data integrity of the Vioxx GI Outcomes Research (VIGOR) trial, the pivotal clinical trial published in 2000.1,12,15 In their editorial, the editors indicated that cardiovascular events known by investigators prior to publication, were not reported, leading to an underestimate of the myocardial infarction risk associated with rofecoxib.12

Similar allegations were leveled at the outcomes study for celecoxib.17,18 The Celecoxib Long-term Arthritis Safety Study (CLASS) published in 2000 presented data demonstrating significant safety advantage of celecoxib over diclofenac or ibuprofen after 6 months of follow-up.16 It was later revealed that 12-month follow-up data presented to FDA, and available at publication time, negated the clinical benefit of celecoxib over traditional NSAIDs.18 The CLASS investigators defended selective submission of data based on a high and differential drop-out rate after 6 months, a rationale disputed by the FDA statistical reviewer.

While suppression of negative results and overt manipulation of data is likely rare, selective underreporting of outcomes is surprisingly common.20,21 Studies that have compared research protocols to published papers have observed that 60%-71% of all outcomes, both efficacy and harm, go unreported.20 Based on data gathered from corresponding authors of these studies, outcomes reaching statistical significance were 2.4-4.7 times more likely to be reported compared to non-statistically significant findings.20 The selective reporting of non-significant, but clinically important outcomes, can culminate in biased meta-analyses and reviews such as those concerning the safety and effectiveness of selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors in children.22 Finally, a number of subtle design tactics can be used to attain positive results.1,3,17,23 Drugs may be paired against an alternative that is known or highly suspected to be inferior.24,25 This was a major criticism of esomeprazole (Nexium) which, in clinical trials, may have been compared to inadequately dosed alternatives.25 Another strategy is to inadequately power studies to produce equivocal results. It has been suggested that the large salmeterol safety study was prematurely terminated after unfavorable interim data were observed.26,27

Practice Guidelines, Professional Associations, Advocacy Groups

Recent investigations revealed over 50% of authors revising the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) had financial ties to the pharmaceutical industry.21 Within the “Mood Disorders” and “Schizophrenia and Other Psychotic Disorders” panel, 100% of members had financial ties. The next version of the DSM (DSM-V), scheduled for 2011, will include a more formal financial disclosure section.32 The National Cholesterol Education Program guidelines for cholesterol management and the American Society of Hypertension guidelines for hypertension treatment have been subject to similar controversy.23,33

The journal Nature evaluated Col declarations in 215 practice guidelines added to the US National Guideline Clearinghouse in 2004.34 Of those reviewed, 125 (58%) guidelines contained no Col disclosures. Only 31 of the remaining 90 guidelines (34%) claimed no Col, 50% of guidelines had at least one member with an advisory board or consultancy position for a reviewed company, and 11% had at least one author owning stock whose product is included in the guideline. The International Committee of Medical Journal Editors’ Uniform Requirements on disclosure have included strengthened recommendations about sponsorship, authorship, and accountability since 2001.36

Finally, many professional organizations and non-profit disease advocacy groups have strong financial ties to the pharmaceutical industry.37 These organizations are not required to disclose specific amounts contributed by industry, but their annual reports generally acknowledge dollar ranges for different corporations and individuals. Investigations into these groups report them to be relatively quiet with regard to information pertaining to drug safety issues of many of their corporate sponsors.38,39

Regulation

The FDA relies on advisory panels composed of outside experts to give recommendations about drug approval. Current policies require all advisory panel members to submit detailed and confidential Col disclosures that are used by the FDA to decide who should be on a panel. In general, prospective advisory committee members are prohibited from serving if they have a financial Col particular to the matter discussed in committee. However, the FDA has the authority to grant waivers, depending on the magnitude of financial interest or if the need for the candidate’s expertise outweighs the potential Col created by the appointment.40 In February 2005, the New York Times reported that 10 of the 32 advisers on the COX2 safety advisory group had ties to companies associated with the drugs being reviewed and their votes were significant in the committee’s recommendation to allow the drug valdecoxib (Bextra) to remain on the market and allow rofecoxib to return to market.6 An analysis conducted by Public Citizen found that while 73% of meetings had at least one member with a Col, there was no association between conflict rate and voting outcomes.4 It was noted, however, that excluding members with Col did produce voting margins which were less favorable to the drug being discussed in a majority of the meetings. The FDA is currently considering new rules that would prohibit advisory members who have received financial support from pharmaceutical marketing departments from serving while at the same time relaxing restrictions for those who are associated through research grants.41
Addressing Apparent Conflict of Interest

Disclosure is one of the most frequently encountered methods to address potential Col. However, the extent of disclosure in research publications is not always clear or uniformly validated. The Journal of the American Medical Association (JAMA) recently experienced a run of unreported CoIs in published studies.10-44 JAMA has a rigorous conflict disclosure policy and stipulates that authors disclose all financial CoIs regardless of whether they pertain to the research submitted. However, while disclosure may reveal many potential CoIs it does not provide any guidance for interpreting or resolving conflicts. Furthermore, research from the social science discipline suggests that disclosure may cause those with a competing interest to more strongly favor that interest.3,4

For original medical research, there is no substitute for careful evaluation of methods, results, and interpretation of the data. Review papers and editorials are particularly prone to unconscious bias. To accommodate this, the NEJM briefly introduced a policy prohibiting authors of reviews and editorials from having financial interests in any of the products discussed in their article. The journal later retracted this policy because of the scarcity of expert authors without said financial conflicts and now only restricts authorship to those without “significant” interests.4 Articles published in journal supplements are typically heavily subsidized by the pharmaceutical industry, are performed with less scientific rigor, and are frequently not given the same level of peer review as articles in the main journal.45,46 Academic institutions may have additional Col management strategies limiting an investigator’s role in specific research activities, such as consenting and enrolling human subjects, reporting adverse events, evaluating outcomes, and data analysis.

Reading and interpreting the volume of published medical literature existing today is beyond the ability of even the most diligent clinician. While practice guidelines and topic reviews are particularly attractive because they summarize these massive data, the number of evidence summaries is also large and clearly not created equal. Systematic evidence reviews, with documented methods for finding and evaluating the data are preferred over less scientific rigor, and are frequently not given the same level of peer review as articles in the main journal.45,46 The table provides sources of evidence-based practice regarding the effectiveness and safety of pharmaceuticals. These evidence-based summaries are available to the public on their website. Unfortunately, they may be imprecisely large for the practicing clinician. The table provides sources of evidence-based information which vary from exhaustive to brief reports.

Connections between industry and medical research are pervasive and to a large extent necessary. Given the subtle ways in which competing financial interest manifest, it is critical that readers are made aware and cautious of potential conflicts.
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Sources of Evidence-Based Drug Information
Agency for Health Research and Quality: http://effectivehealthcare.ahrq.gov/about/ts/index.cfm
Drug Effectiveness Review Project: www.ohsu.edu/drugeffectiveness
Canadian Agency for Drugs and Technology in Health: www.cadth.ca
National Institute for Clinical Excellence (UK): www.nice.org.uk
Therapeutics Letter (Canada): www.tt.ubc.ca
Drug and Therapeutics Bulletin (UK): www.dtb.org.uk
Medical Letter: www.medletter.com
Prescriber’s Letter: www.prescribersletter.com

A number of organizations have established robust and defensible processes for producing systematic evidence available to the public. The Oregon-based Drug Effectiveness Review Project is comprised of public purchasers who have consolidated resources to produce systematic reports comparing the effectiveness and safety of pharmaceuticals. These exhaustive evidence reports are available to the public on their website. Unfortunately, they may be impractically large for the practicing clinician. The table provides sources of evidence-based information which vary from exhaustive to brief reports.